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႑ᩢᙹ

ᬑญᯙྙ⦺ݡᮡྕᨨᅕ݅ɝᬱᨱᵝ༊⧊݅ܩ᪅۹ԁ⦽ǎᔍ⫭᮹ݚ໕ŝᱽ۵⦽ǎᯙᨱíอᵝᨕḥ
ྙᱽ⧁ᙹᨧ݅ܩəäᮡɝ⪵ݡෝċᮡ݅ෙᔍ⫭ᨱᕽࠥᦥᅝᙹᯩ݅ܩᬒᯕ ɝᅙᱢᯙ
ྙᱽ۵ᯕၙᱥɝݡᔍ⫭ᨱᕽӹ┡ӽၵᯩ݅ܩᔍᝅ ᬑญ᮹ŝᱽ۵ᯙඹ᮹ᩎᔍ۵մᮡๆŝ
ʕᦩ༊ᗮᨱᕽၵíᯕ⧕⧁ᙹᯩ݅ܩᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱᯙྙ⦺ݡᮡəŝᱽᨱ⧕ݡᨕਅ⧕ݖᮥ
ᱽ⧁ᙹ۵ᨧ݅ܩə౨ḡอᩍ్ᇥᯕᜅᜅಽ⧕ݖᮥ༉ᔪ⦹۵ߑࠥᬡᮥऽตᙹ۵ᯩ݅ܩ

ᯙྙ⦺ᮡᯙe᮹ᅙḩŝᯙᔾ᮹᮹ၙᨱ⧕ݡᖒₑ⦹۵⦺ྙᯕ⧁ᙹᯩ ⯩✚݅ܩᯙඹ᮹݅᧲⦽

əäᮡᩍ్ᇥᯕ࠺ᕽŁɩᮥ☖⧕ձญᯞ⯩۵Łᱥᮥእ⧕ᯙඹ᮹ᩎᔍᨱᕽ➉్݅ᯥ᮹ᱥ⪹ᮥa

ᔾ⪽ႊᮥ┱Ǎ⦹໑Ñʑᕽ⩶ᖒࡹ۵ᯙešĥෝŁₑ⦹໕ᕽ ᯙeŝᯙᔾᮥմᮡๆᗮᨱᕽၵ

Კ᪉ᯙྜྷŝᱡᚁᨱᕽ႑ᬙᙹᯩࠥಾᦩԕ⦹۵ä᯦݅ܩᯕஜᨱᕽᬑญᯙྙ⦺ݡᮡ↽Łḡࠥᯱ

ᅕŁᯱיಆ⦹۵⦺ྙᯕ⧁ᙹᯩ݅ܩᯕיಆᮡ⮵⯩ᨙᨕ ྙ⦺ ᩎᔍ ℁⦺॒ᩍ్ᇥಽ

ŝᱶᮥ"EGPOUFT ᷪⲳᬱᮝಽⲴŁ⦽ၵᯩ݅ܩ

ӹڹᨕᙹ⧪ࡹḡอ ᯕ۵ᯙeŝᯙᔾᨱ⦽ݡ᳦⧊ᱢᯕ⧕ᨱ⬉ŝᱢᮝಽᱲɝ⦹ʑ᭥⧕ᔍᬊࡹ۵ᯝ᳦᮹
ႊ⠙ᨱḡӹḡᦫ݅ܩ

ᱽʑᙹvᔾᩍ్ᇥᮡᦿᮝಽᵝ࠺ᦩⲳᬱᮝಽⲴ࠭ᦥa۵Ğ⨹ᮥwíࢁä᯦݅ܩᯙඹ᮹
ᔍŁᨱ⍅݅ᩢ⨆ᮥӝ⊽ᯙྜྷŝᱡᚁᮥᵲᝍᮝಽᔗᨱš⦽ɝᬱᱢᯙᵝᱽෝ״Łᔾb⦹۵ʑ⫭ෝ

ᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱ↽Łḡࠥᯱᯙྙ⦺ŝᱶᮡ᪅۹ԁᬑญᔍ⫭ෝᯕҭᨕa۵ᯙᔍॅᨱíᯙྙ⦺ᱢᗭ᧲ᮥᱥ❭

wíࢁä᯦݅ܩəญŁᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱᯙྙ⦺ݡᮡəᵝᱽෝ₊⧕᪉ǭ᭥ᯱॅᮥⅩℎ⧕ᕽᩍ్ᇥ᮹

⦹ʑ᭥⧕ᙹพࡹᨩ݅ܩḡӽၹᖙʑ࠺ᦩ ⦽ǎᮡᮁಡෝʑᨕಅᬕĞᱽᖒᰆᮥݍᖒ⦹໑⍅݅
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ᄡ⪵ෝċᨩ݅ܩĞᱽᖒᰆᨱ⦥ᙹᇩađ⦽ʑᚁၽᱥᮡྜྷುᯕəᨱᙹၹࡹ۵ᔍ⫭Ǎ᳑᪡ྙ⪵ᱢ
➉▕᮹ᄡ⩶ࠥₙᮝಽסอ⦽äᯕᨩ݅ܩၹ໕ᨱ׳ᮡᯱᔕශŝҵ⦽ჵᴥᨱᕽऽ్ӹॐᯕ 
a⊹š᮹⪝ᮥእ⧕ᝍb⦽ᇡ᯲ᬊࠥċŁᯩ݅ܩᯕ༉ुᄡ⪵ᨱ⦹ݡ໑ᖁḥǎᮝಽࠥ᧞
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↽Łḡࠥᯱ
Łḡࠥᯱ
ᯙྙ⦺ŝᱶ "'1 }

Ʊᮂ༊⢽

ⲸⲸ

ᬑญᔍ⫭᮹⩥ᰍ᪡ၙ௹ෝ₦ᯥḡŁᯩ۵ḡࠥᯱॅᨱíᯙeŝ
ྙ⪵ᨱ⦽ݡᬱᱢᯙᯕ⧕ෝ⇵Ǎ⦹۵ᯙྙ⦺ᱢḡ⩽᪡
ḡᮥᱽŖ⦹Łᯕෝ☖⧕ᔍŁ᮹ᮁᩑᖒŝ᮹ᖒ ᖒₑ
܆ಆŝᮅญᱶᝁ ݅ྙ⪵ᱢqᙹᖒŝ⡍ᬊಆᮥ⧉᧲⦹ࠥಾ
⦹ᩍᝅᔢᇡ⦽↽Ł᮹ḡࠥᯱಽᕽ᮹ᯱḩᮥʑෙ݅

Ʊŝŝᱶ

ⲸⲸ

ḡᖒŝqᖒᮥaḥᯙeᖒ᮹݅᧲⦽ǎ໕ॅᨱ⦽ݡᯕ⧕
ྙ⪵᪡ྙ᮹݅᧲ᖒŝᅕ⠙ᖒᨱ⦽ݡᩎᔍᱢᯕ⧕
ྙ⦺ŝᩩᚁᮥእ⦽ᯙඹ᮹ྙ⪵ᱢᮁᔑᨱᙹ⨆⦽ݡ႑᧲

ᬑญᔍ⫭ᨱᕽᯙྙ⦺ᯕ⩥ᝅŝ۵࠺ਉᨕḥ⦺ྙᮝಽᯙࡹᨩʑࠥᯩᨩ݅ܩŁࠥ᮹Ğᱽᖒᰆ

ᔍ⫭ᱢa⊹᪡ԕ໕ᱢᔗᨱ⦺℁⦽ݡᱢᖒₑ

ŝᱶŝĞᱽḡᔢᵝ᮹᮹ə۹ᗮᨱᕽ⦽ভᯙྙ⦺ᮡĞᱽၰᔍ⫭ၽᱥŝ۵ྕš⦽እᝅᬊᱢ⦺ྙᮝಽ

ྙ⪵ᄡ࠺ŝၙ௹ᔍ⫭ᨱ⦽ݡÑᱢ☖ₑ

eᵝࡹŁ໕⧩ݚäࠥᔍᝅ᯦݅ܩə్ӹᖁḥᔍ⫭ಽḥ᯦ᮥࠥ⦹Łᯩ۵᪅۹ԁᯙྙ⦺ᱢƱ᧲ŝ
ḡᨱ⦽ݡᔍ⫭ᱢšᝍᮡ⡎ၽᱢᮝಽ᷾a⦹Łᯩ⯩✚݅ܩʑᨦ$&0ॅŝฯᮡݡᵲॅ᮹šᝍᮡ
ᯙྙ⦺ᱢḡŝᔢᔢಆᨱʑၹᮥࢵ᮹ᱢᔍŁ᮹ᵲᖒᯕᨕ۱ভᅕ݅ࠥᱩᝅ⧕Ჭ݅۵äᮥ᷾
⧕ᵝ۵ä᯦݅ܩ

ᖙĥ⪵ݡಽᱲᨕॅ໕ᕽᖙĥᨱ⦽ݡÑᱢᯕ⧕᮹⦥ᖒၰᯙྙ⦺ᱢḡŝᔢᔢಆ᮹ᵲᖒᮡ

ᵝᯥƱᙹ݉ ⲸⲸ

ᵝᯥƱᙹ႑ᩢᙹ ᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱᯙྙ⦺⦺ݡᰆ

əᨕ۱ভᅕ݅ࠥᦥ׳ḡŁᯩ݅ܩŝÑෝ☖⧕ၙ௹ෝၵᅕ۵ᯙྙ⦺᮹ḡ⩽ ☖ₑಆ ᳦⧊ᱢᯙ

ᇡᵝᯥƱᙹʡʑ⩥ ᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱᯙྙ⦺℁⦺ݡŝ

❱݉܆ಆᮥ۵äᯕัಽᬑญᔍ⫭᪡ྙ⪵aၽᱥ⧕ӹa۵ߑᯩᨕᕽ əญŁᔍ⫭᮹ᩍ్ᇥෝ

ᯕᙺ ᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱᯙྙ⦺ݡᵲᨕᵲྙ⦺ŝ

ᯕҭᨕi↽Łḡࠥᯱॅ᮹ᖒᰆᮥ᭥⦹ᩍᵲ⦽☁ݡaࢁä᯦݅ܩ
ᯕ్⦽ᯙᮥၵ┶ᮝಽᕽᬙ⦺ݡƱᯙྙ⦺ݡᮡᰆ₉ᬑญᔍ⫭bĥෝᯕҭᨕӹi₉ᖙݡḡࠥᯱॅᮥ
ݡᔢᮝಽ֥ᬵᨱ↽Łḡࠥᯱᯙྙ⦺ŝᱶᮥᝁᖅ⦹ᩡ݅ܩᬑญƱᮂԕᬊᮡᅙŝᱶᨱₙᩍ⦽
ᯕᱥᙹvᔾॅಽᇡ░ⓑ⪙᮲ᮥၼᦹᮝ໑ ᨙು॒šᝍᯩ۵ᇥॅᨱíᕽᬵ॒⦽₉ᄥᖒŝᙹᬵᖒᮥ
ᯙᱶၼᦹ݅ܩᯕŝᱶᯕᱽŖ⦹۵ᯙྙ⦺ᱢḡŝᔢᔢಆᯕݡෝᦿᕽa۵᳑ᱢᔍŁ᮹ၲÑ
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‘Humanities
essential education for all’
Universities, public libraries at the forefront of humanities programs

Soul-searching
through humanities

Popularity of the liberal arts drives people and businesses to
return to classic books and attend related classes

Not a single phone call was made during the lecture.
Absentees are rare.
“Many of us have been living in a harsh working
environment and fierce competition. But now I
enjoy emotional well-being and regain my composure
by learning about humanities, which have long
been forgotten in my life,” said Kim Young-chul,
senior executive vice president of Hana Bank and
one of the 43 participants of the program.
Participants of Seoul National College of Humanities’ Ad Fontes
Program hold up their textbooks during a class on Tuesday.
(Park Hyun-koo / The Korea Herald)
Every Tuesday, a group of corporate executives
and high-ranking government officials attend a
lecture on humanities at Seoul National University.
The program, named “Ad Fontes,” a Latin expression
meaning “to the sources,” challenges the students
in their 50s and 60s with fundamental questions
about life.
The students have to tackle the fundamental issues
surrounding historic figures and influential books
while absorbing knowledge from a diverse spectrum
of studies from Oriental philosophy to literature.
The first hour of the lecture on May 21 was led
by Kim Jin-yup, an aesthetics professor at SNU,
who explained how art can heal psychological
trauma. The professor introduced Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalysis of two artworks by Leonardo da
Vinci, “The Mona Lisa” and “Virgin and Child
with St. Anne,” in connection with the artist’s
childhood memories.

Bae Young-soo, dean of the College of Humanities
at SNU, said he used to be skeptical about opening
such a course. The popularity of books and television
shows on humanities also seemed to be a passing
fad, he said.
“I think this trend may signify a huge turning point
in society as I found out that many students attending this course are eager to resolve serious concerns
through self-reflection as they dig into the study
of humanities.”
However, the dean said that the popularity cannot
be considered a revival of broader humanities in
Korea. “I would rather say it is a rebirth of public
interest in the humanities.”
Park Han-na, 2013-5-24 The Korea Herald

Participants of Seoul National College
of Humanities’ Ad Fontes Program hold
up their textbooks during a class on
Tuesday.
(Park Hyun-koo / The Korea Herald)
Time-honored humanities subjects such as literature,
philosophy and history have struggled to draw
students in recent years, but it’s not all doom and
gloom. Educational institutions and local libraries
are propping up the subjects with new, ambitious
programs.
The renewed enthusiasm for humanities at colleges
and public libraries reflects the desire of the public
for a deeper knowledge of the subjects, experts
said.
“People began to ponder the meaning of the capitalist
ideology in the late 1990s,” said Bae Young-soo,
Dean of College of Humanities at Seoul National
University, in an interview. Despite -- or because
of -- the rapid economic development, people
found it hard to answer fundamental questions
such as what should be done beyond economic
development, and this gap is now fueling the drive
for humanities in several academic and private
sectors, Bae said.

directly relate to their own majors. The lectures
are later compiled and published as a book. The
lecture series also provides a mini debate session
at the end, featuring professors and experts in
humanities fields.
“Unlike other typical humanities-relevant events,
the lecturers (in the SNU Humanities Course)
give a speech according to their own in-depth
research,” said Kim Hyeon-kyun, a professor at
SNU.
“The debate session in the lecture provides the
general public in the audience with cutting-edge
insights about the topic, and motivates them to
be more focused during the lecture and gain
knowledge.”
The SNU programs have been well-received so far,
attracting more than 1,000 participants per session.
The next session is scheduled for June 13.
Ahn Hoon, 2013-5-24 The Korea Herald

Another element that is increasing public interest
in the humanities, Bae said, is the need to acquire
creativity and fresh knowledge.
“Korea achieved rapid economic growth partly
due to the ready-made technologies imported
from developed nations in the past. The country
is now required to develop its own technologies
based on creativity, and studying humanities can
help nurture creativity,” he said.
Bae is himself spearheading the humanities
initiative as the chief of SNU College of Humanities,
which has been running a special program titled
“SNU Humanities Course” since 2010.

Students listen to a lecture on evolutionary psychology at Seoul
National University. (Park Hyun-koo / The Korea Herald)
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‘Humanities
essential education for all’
Universities, public libraries at the forefront of humanities programs

Soul-searching
through humanities

Popularity of the liberal arts drives people and businesses to
return to classic books and attend related classes

Not a single phone call was made during the lecture.
Absentees are rare.
“Many of us have been living in a harsh working
environment and fierce competition. But now I
enjoy emotional well-being and regain my composure
by learning about humanities, which have long
been forgotten in my life,” said Kim Young-chul,
senior executive vice president of Hana Bank and
one of the 43 participants of the program.
Participants of Seoul National College of Humanities’ Ad Fontes
Program hold up their textbooks during a class on Tuesday.
(Park Hyun-koo / The Korea Herald)
Every Tuesday, a group of corporate executives
and high-ranking government officials attend a
lecture on humanities at Seoul National University.
The program, named “Ad Fontes,” a Latin expression
meaning “to the sources,” challenges the students
in their 50s and 60s with fundamental questions
about life.
The students have to tackle the fundamental issues
surrounding historic figures and influential books
while absorbing knowledge from a diverse spectrum
of studies from Oriental philosophy to literature.
The first hour of the lecture on May 21 was led
by Kim Jin-yup, an aesthetics professor at SNU,
who explained how art can heal psychological
trauma. The professor introduced Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalysis of two artworks by Leonardo da
Vinci, “The Mona Lisa” and “Virgin and Child
with St. Anne,” in connection with the artist’s
childhood memories.

Bae Young-soo, dean of the College of Humanities
at SNU, said he used to be skeptical about opening
such a course. The popularity of books and television
shows on humanities also seemed to be a passing
fad, he said.
“I think this trend may signify a huge turning point
in society as I found out that many students attending this course are eager to resolve serious concerns
through self-reflection as they dig into the study
of humanities.”
However, the dean said that the popularity cannot
be considered a revival of broader humanities in
Korea. “I would rather say it is a rebirth of public
interest in the humanities.”
Park Han-na, 2013-5-24 The Korea Herald

Participants of Seoul National College
of Humanities’ Ad Fontes Program hold
up their textbooks during a class on
Tuesday.
(Park Hyun-koo / The Korea Herald)
Time-honored humanities subjects such as literature,
philosophy and history have struggled to draw
students in recent years, but it’s not all doom and
gloom. Educational institutions and local libraries
are propping up the subjects with new, ambitious
programs.
The renewed enthusiasm for humanities at colleges
and public libraries reflects the desire of the public
for a deeper knowledge of the subjects, experts
said.
“People began to ponder the meaning of the capitalist
ideology in the late 1990s,” said Bae Young-soo,
Dean of College of Humanities at Seoul National
University, in an interview. Despite -- or because
of -- the rapid economic development, people
found it hard to answer fundamental questions
such as what should be done beyond economic
development, and this gap is now fueling the drive
for humanities in several academic and private
sectors, Bae said.

directly relate to their own majors. The lectures
are later compiled and published as a book. The
lecture series also provides a mini debate session
at the end, featuring professors and experts in
humanities fields.
“Unlike other typical humanities-relevant events,
the lecturers (in the SNU Humanities Course)
give a speech according to their own in-depth
research,” said Kim Hyeon-kyun, a professor at
SNU.
“The debate session in the lecture provides the
general public in the audience with cutting-edge
insights about the topic, and motivates them to
be more focused during the lecture and gain
knowledge.”
The SNU programs have been well-received so far,
attracting more than 1,000 participants per session.
The next session is scheduled for June 13.
Ahn Hoon, 2013-5-24 The Korea Herald

Another element that is increasing public interest
in the humanities, Bae said, is the need to acquire
creativity and fresh knowledge.
“Korea achieved rapid economic growth partly
due to the ready-made technologies imported
from developed nations in the past. The country
is now required to develop its own technologies
based on creativity, and studying humanities can
help nurture creativity,” he said.
Bae is himself spearheading the humanities
initiative as the chief of SNU College of Humanities,
which has been running a special program titled
“SNU Humanities Course” since 2010.

Students listen to a lecture on evolutionary psychology at Seoul
National University. (Park Hyun-koo / The Korea Herald)
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ᯙྙ⦺ŝᱶ "'1
ᙹvᔾ⇵᮹ɡ

ᯕĞ⩥  ᵝ ษⓍษᬕ✙ݡ⢽ᯕᔍ⫭ᰆ

ʡᄲᯝ ⦽ǎǎ⦺ḥ⯆ᬱᬱᰆ ʑ⫮ᩩᔑᰆš
अ܇íᩩᙽչᨕᵝ᭥᮹ǭᮁಽₙᩍ⦽"'1ʑŝᱶᨱᕽ᮹ᯙྙ⦺ŖᇡaĞᱽᇥᨱᕽᔕᦥ᪉ӹ᮹
ᔗᮥ⪶ၵеᙹ݅ᦹ״ഭ⬥ ֥ṙᦩ࠺᮹ࠥᔑᕽᬱᖁእྙ⪵ᙹಉᬱŝ⦽ǎǎ⦺ḥ⯆ᬱᨱᕽᖁ⩥᮹
ḡ⩽᪡ᔗ᮹a⊹ෝ⩥ݡᯙᨱíᝍᨕᵝಅŁ᳑əษ⦽⯹ᮥᅕ┽Łᯩᮝัܩᯕ݅

Nᜅ⥥ฑ░ॅ᮹⪵ಅ⧉ᅕ݅,Nෝҫᯥᨧᯕݍญ۵ၙಉᜅ్ᬡᯕq࠺ᮥᵝॐ "'1۵
ᜅ⦝ऽĞᰢᨱḡℱ⪵ಅ⧉अᨱ⨩┩⧕ḥᯱ⪵ᔢᮥॅᩍ݅ᅕí⦹໑ ᦥ݅ᬕᯙᔾ ᮹ၙᯩ۵ᔗᯕ
ྕᨨᯝʭྖྖ⯩ᔾb⍡⧊'"݅ܩ1ᨱ۵ᩍ႒ᯕᯩŁᬑḢ⦽ჸᯕᯩŁə్໕ᕽࠥᔩಽᬡᨱ⦽ݡ
⡎ၽಆᯕԕᰍࡹᨕᯩᨕₙᳬ݅ܩ

ᮅᰍᮅ ⇹ḡႊჶᬱჶᬱᰆ
ᯙྙ⦺ᱢbᯕัಽᩎ࠺ᱢᯙᰍ❱ŝᱶᨱᕽaᰆ⦥⦽äz݅ᯙeᮥᨕਜíᅕ۱Աaᰍ❱ᨱ
ɝᅙᱢᯙᩢ⨆ᮥၙ⊹အಽ

ʡ࠺ᙹ ŖᱶÑ௹᭥ᬱ⫭᭥ᬱᰆ
Ğᩢᯱಽᕽḡ֡⧁༊ŝญᝎ}ၽᮥ᭥⧕ᕽ۵ᯙྙ⦺ᱢᔍŁ᪡❱݉ᯕ⦥ᙹᱢᯕ݅ӹ۵᪅۹
ᱡ֢ŝÑօᔢᜅ᮹ᯙྙ⦺ᯱᯙษ┅ᦥᄉญa⧩äౝ༙ŝษᮭᮥᱶi⯩⦹Łᕽᰍᨱᕽᯙྙ
⦺ŝჸ⦹Łᯱ⦽݅

ʡ⩶᪅ ǎ⫭᮹ᬱ ǎ⫭᮹ᰆ
ᯕᱽ۵ݍᲙ⦽݅ᱶ⊹ᯙॅࠥᯙྙ⦺ᨱ⨩ʑ᪡i᷾ᮥ۱͕⦽݅ᯙྙ⦺᮹┢ᨱᕽǗᵝฑ
႑ෝ₥ᬑŁᯙྙ⦺᮹ᔹ░ᨱᕽີษෙ༊ᮥ⇶ᩍ⦽݅ᯕᱽӹ۵aᮥᔑ᮹᪅ᗵʙᮥØ۵ᔍ௭
ᨱíᕽӹ۵ԥᔩᨱ᪅Ⓧ☖ᗮᨱᕽ᪅௹ᙺᖒ┉᪡ᯙ᮹⨆ʑಽᬡʭḡ⧕ḡ۵əᔍ௭ᯕࡹŁ
݅əäᯕၵಽᯙྙ⦺ᯕ݅

⦹ᩢᅪ -(ᔢᔍݡ⢽ᯕᔍᔍᰆ

v⪙ྙ ᵝ ᔝᖒᱥᯱᇡ⫭ᰆ
ᇩᨕᔕᦥa۵ᔍ௭ॅ᮹ᩎᔍ᪡ᔗ᮹✚ᄥ⦽ᯕʑॅᗮᨱᕽᯙྙ⦺᮹ʫᮡๅಆᯕ۱͕Ḳ݅ܩ
ⲳ ㌲㤂㑚㪪㼥 㗖㤂㑚㪪㈸ 㗓㙩㗖㌲㪁䁸。ⲳ
Ⲵ႑ᬕअᨱᇡ᳒⧉ᮥíࡹŁa⊹Ł႑ᬑ໕ᕽ
ᖒᰆ⦽݅Ⲵ۵䊣㹞ᨱӹ᪅۵ྙǍaษᮭᨱᔩí݅a᪖݅ܩ᪅ఌ࠺ᦩ༊⢽ݍᖒᨱอๅᩍᯩ
Ğᩢᯙॅᨱíᔩಽᬕäᮥ႑ᬙᙹᯩ۵ᷱÑᬡᮥ⧕ᵝ۵ᅙŝᱶᮥᱢɚ⇵⧊݅ܩ

࠺ᖒ ჶྕჶᯙᖙ᳦ݡ⢽ᄡ⪙ᔍ
ᬑญࠥ༉۵ᔍᯕᨱᬑญaթྕÑ⋁ᨕḥäᯕᦥܭaÒᱶᜅ్ᬙভaᯩ┡݅ܩᯙᨱ⦽ݡ
႑ಅෝᯤᮡᔍ⫭۵ྕᕽᬕᔍ⫭᯦݅ܩaҵᮡᬑญaⲱa໕ྕࠥ⫭ෝ⦹۵äᯕᦥܭaⲲ⦹۵ᨪ⦽
ᔾbᯕॅভaᯩ݅ܩᖒᙺ⦽ᔍ⫭ ஜ⦹໕ᕽࠥᯙᱶչ⊹໑ษᮭ⠙⦽ᔍ⫭ෝ᭥⦽ᬑญ᮹יಆᯕ
ᱩᝅ⦹݅۵ᔾbᮥ⧊݅ܩzᮡŁၝᮥ⦹۵ᩍ్ᇥॅᨱíᯙྙ⦺ŝᱶᮥ⇵⧊݅ܩ

ྙᯙ ၵၵ➉ᖹ⫭ᰆ
Ğᩢᯙᮝಽᕽᄡ⪵᪡⩢ᝁ᮹ᄞᨱᇡঋ⯱ভaᯩ۵ߑ ɝᅙᱢᯙ⧕đ₦ᯕࡹᨕᵥəྕᨨᮥḡ༜⧕
۹ᦩ┡ʭᬭ⧩ᨩ݅əݖᮡၵಽԕᩧᨱᯙྙ⦺ᯕ۵ᯕᮝಽᯩᨩ݅ྙ⦺ᮡᨙᨕ᮹Ŗᰆ ᩎᔍ۵
Ğ⨹᮹Ŗᰆ ℁⦺ᮡⅩᬵ᮹Ŗᰆᯕ⦽݅ᔑᨦᇥෝสು⦹Ł༉ुʑᨦᯙॅᯕᩎᔍෝ☖⧕ḡ⩽ෝ 
℁⦺ᮥ☖⧕םญෝ ྙ⦺ᮥ☖⧕᮹ᖒᮥᨕaʙ⇵⦽݅

⊹ᩕ⦽Ğᰢŝີษෙᔍᨦ⪹Ğᗮᨱᕽᔕᦥ᪉ӹᨱí᪅ఌ࠺ᦩᯫŁḡԩᯙྙ⦺ᮥᱲ⦹໕ᕽ}ᯙᱢ
ᮝಽ۵ᱶᕽᱢᯙ⣮᪡ᩍᮁෝᷱʙᙹᯩᨩ⦽ੱ݅ܩĞᱽםญอᮝಽᱲɝ⧕aᔍᨦ⩥ᰆᨱᕽ
ࠥᯙe᮹ᅙᖒ ᔍ௭ॅᔍᯕ᮹šĥᨱ⦽ݡᯙྙ⦺ᱢᖒₑᮥ☖⧕ᕽᬒฯᮡäᮥᮥᙹᯩᮥÑ
ᔾbŝᇩᨕᅙŝᱶᮥฯᮡʑᨦᯙ̹⇵⦹Ł݅ܩ

ᯕḥᙹ ǎพᦵᖝ░ᬱᰆ















ŝ⦺ʑᚁ᮹ၽݍಽᬑญᔗᮡᮅ┾⧕ḡŁ⠙ญ⧕Ჭḡอᯙྙ⦺ᨱ⦽ݡᯕ⧕᪡ᖒₑᯕᬒᱩᝅ⯩Ǎ
ࡹ۵ݡᨱᔕᦥaŁᯩ↽݅ܩŁ᮹Ğḡᨱ݅݅ෙvᔍḥ᮹v᮹᪡⩥ḡݖᔍෝ☖⧕ℕा⦹۵
ᯙeᨱ⦽ݡʫᮡᯕ⧕ෝ☖⦹ᩍᬑญaᔗ᮹⩥ᰆᨱᕽݚ໕⦹Łᯩ۵ྙᱽᐱᦥܩ⦽ݡၝǎ᮹ၙ௹
ʭḡࠥǍᔢ⧁ᙹᯩ۵ᯕŝᱶᮥฯᮡ↽Łḡࠥᯱᇥॅ̹⇵⧊݅ܩ
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ᯕĞ⩥  ᵝ ษⓍษᬕ✙ݡ⢽ᯕᔍ⫭ᰆ

ʡᄲᯝ ⦽ǎǎ⦺ḥ⯆ᬱᬱᰆ ʑ⫮ᩩᔑᰆš
अ܇íᩩᙽչᨕᵝ᭥᮹ǭᮁಽₙᩍ⦽"'1ʑŝᱶᨱᕽ᮹ᯙྙ⦺ŖᇡaĞᱽᇥᨱᕽᔕᦥ᪉ӹ᮹
ᔗᮥ⪶ၵеᙹ݅ᦹ״ഭ⬥ ֥ṙᦩ࠺᮹ࠥᔑᕽᬱᖁእྙ⪵ᙹಉᬱŝ⦽ǎǎ⦺ḥ⯆ᬱᨱᕽᖁ⩥᮹
ḡ⩽᪡ᔗ᮹a⊹ෝ⩥ݡᯙᨱíᝍᨕᵝಅŁ᳑əษ⦽⯹ᮥᅕ┽Łᯩᮝัܩᯕ݅

Nᜅ⥥ฑ░ॅ᮹⪵ಅ⧉ᅕ݅,Nෝҫᯥᨧᯕݍญ۵ၙಉᜅ్ᬡᯕq࠺ᮥᵝॐ "'1۵
ᜅ⦝ऽĞᰢᨱḡℱ⪵ಅ⧉अᨱ⨩┩⧕ḥᯱ⪵ᔢᮥॅᩍ݅ᅕí⦹໑ ᦥ݅ᬕᯙᔾ ᮹ၙᯩ۵ᔗᯕ
ྕᨨᯝʭྖྖ⯩ᔾb⍡⧊'"݅ܩ1ᨱ۵ᩍ႒ᯕᯩŁᬑḢ⦽ჸᯕᯩŁə్໕ᕽࠥᔩಽᬡᨱ⦽ݡ
⡎ၽಆᯕԕᰍࡹᨕᯩᨕₙᳬ݅ܩ

ᮅᰍᮅ ⇹ḡႊჶᬱჶᬱᰆ
ᯙྙ⦺ᱢbᯕัಽᩎ࠺ᱢᯙᰍ❱ŝᱶᨱᕽaᰆ⦥⦽äz݅ᯙeᮥᨕਜíᅕ۱Աaᰍ❱ᨱ
ɝᅙᱢᯙᩢ⨆ᮥၙ⊹အಽ

ʡ࠺ᙹ ŖᱶÑ௹᭥ᬱ⫭᭥ᬱᰆ
Ğᩢᯱಽᕽḡ֡⧁༊ŝญᝎ}ၽᮥ᭥⧕ᕽ۵ᯙྙ⦺ᱢᔍŁ᪡❱݉ᯕ⦥ᙹᱢᯕ݅ӹ۵᪅۹
ᱡ֢ŝÑօᔢᜅ᮹ᯙྙ⦺ᯱᯙษ┅ᦥᄉญa⧩äౝ༙ŝษᮭᮥᱶi⯩⦹Łᕽᰍᨱᕽᯙྙ
⦺ŝჸ⦹Łᯱ⦽݅

ʡ⩶᪅ ǎ⫭᮹ᬱ ǎ⫭᮹ᰆ
ᯕᱽ۵ݍᲙ⦽݅ᱶ⊹ᯙॅࠥᯙྙ⦺ᨱ⨩ʑ᪡i᷾ᮥ۱͕⦽݅ᯙྙ⦺᮹┢ᨱᕽǗᵝฑ
႑ෝ₥ᬑŁᯙྙ⦺᮹ᔹ░ᨱᕽີษෙ༊ᮥ⇶ᩍ⦽݅ᯕᱽӹ۵aᮥᔑ᮹᪅ᗵʙᮥØ۵ᔍ௭
ᨱíᕽӹ۵ԥᔩᨱ᪅Ⓧ☖ᗮᨱᕽ᪅௹ᙺᖒ┉᪡ᯙ᮹⨆ʑಽᬡʭḡ⧕ḡ۵əᔍ௭ᯕࡹŁ
݅əäᯕၵಽᯙྙ⦺ᯕ݅

⦹ᩢᅪ -(ᔢᔍݡ⢽ᯕᔍᔍᰆ

v⪙ྙ ᵝ ᔝᖒᱥᯱᇡ⫭ᰆ
ᇩᨕᔕᦥa۵ᔍ௭ॅ᮹ᩎᔍ᪡ᔗ᮹✚ᄥ⦽ᯕʑॅᗮᨱᕽᯙྙ⦺᮹ʫᮡๅಆᯕ۱͕Ḳ݅ܩ
ⲳ ㌲㤂㑚㪪㼥 㗖㤂㑚㪪㈸ 㗓㙩㗖㌲㪁䁸。ⲳ
Ⲵ႑ᬕअᨱᇡ᳒⧉ᮥíࡹŁa⊹Ł႑ᬑ໕ᕽ
ᖒᰆ⦽݅Ⲵ۵䊣㹞ᨱӹ᪅۵ྙǍaษᮭᨱᔩí݅a᪖݅ܩ᪅ఌ࠺ᦩ༊⢽ݍᖒᨱอๅᩍᯩ
Ğᩢᯙॅᨱíᔩಽᬕäᮥ႑ᬙᙹᯩ۵ᷱÑᬡᮥ⧕ᵝ۵ᅙŝᱶᮥᱢɚ⇵⧊݅ܩ

࠺ᖒ ჶྕჶᯙᖙ᳦ݡ⢽ᄡ⪙ᔍ
ᬑญࠥ༉۵ᔍᯕᨱᬑญaթྕÑ⋁ᨕḥäᯕᦥܭaÒᱶᜅ్ᬙভaᯩ┡݅ܩᯙᨱ⦽ݡ
႑ಅෝᯤᮡᔍ⫭۵ྕᕽᬕᔍ⫭᯦݅ܩaҵᮡᬑญaⲱa໕ྕࠥ⫭ෝ⦹۵äᯕᦥܭaⲲ⦹۵ᨪ⦽
ᔾbᯕॅভaᯩ݅ܩᖒᙺ⦽ᔍ⫭ ஜ⦹໕ᕽࠥᯙᱶչ⊹໑ษᮭ⠙⦽ᔍ⫭ෝ᭥⦽ᬑญ᮹יಆᯕ
ᱩᝅ⦹݅۵ᔾbᮥ⧊݅ܩzᮡŁၝᮥ⦹۵ᩍ్ᇥॅᨱíᯙྙ⦺ŝᱶᮥ⇵⧊݅ܩ

ྙᯙ ၵၵ➉ᖹ⫭ᰆ
Ğᩢᯙᮝಽᕽᄡ⪵᪡⩢ᝁ᮹ᄞᨱᇡঋ⯱ভaᯩ۵ߑ ɝᅙᱢᯙ⧕đ₦ᯕࡹᨕᵥəྕᨨᮥḡ༜⧕
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